TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine
Type
Performance
Max. Torque
Volume Fuel Tank (Fuel | AdBlue)
Transmission
Speed
Axles
Differential locks
Suspension
Steering modes
Brakes
Operational brake
Parking brake
Hill brake
Tyres
Michelin MegaXBib T2
Hydraulic system
Load-Sensing max. Oil flow & Pressure
Closed loop system Vinasse pump
Volume Hydraulic tank
Cooling
Cab

Vredo Self Propelled Trac

VT4556 VINASSE
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Vredo VT4556 VINASSE
Scania DC13 384A, 13 litre, Stage 4 Tier 4f
331kW / 450HP @ 1500-1650 Rpm
2275 Nm @ 1250 Rpm
600 Litre | 60 Litre
Forward 0-19 kph, 0-40 kph, Step less (with Cruise Control) | Reverse 0-19 kph, Step less
RABA Steeraxles
Front- & Rear axles, Operated from cab
Front axle fully suspended, hydro-pneumatic with auto level
2-wheel steer (Front axle) / 4-wheel steer /Crab steer Left & right
Oil immersed brakes, Hydraulically operated
Spring operated parking brake on Front & Rear axle, hydraulically released
Engine brake / Hydrostatic brake
Michelin
1050/50 R32
Danfoss
2x 175 l/min at max. 200 bar
max pressure 1x 180 l/min at max. 420 bar
110 Litre
Ventilator speed depending on temperature / Reverse direction for cleaning
Claas
Cab suspension with screw springs and Koni shock absorbers | Air suspended seat Grammer Maximo
Super-Comfort | Instructor seat |Climate control | Mirrors Electrical adjustable, heated and wide angle
mirror | Touchscreen Operational controller | Camera & LCD Color monitor, Radio/CD Player

Lights
Road | Worklights (on Cab) | Vehicle
Vredo Vinasse system

Bi-LED |Xenon|Halogene|LED
Vredo
Vredo Vinasse Big surface spreader | Tank capacity 17m3 | 2 suspended booms, width 24 or 21m
(option) | 4 sections | section control by GPS | nozzle distance 75 cm individual nozzle shut off |
end –row nozzles | Vogelsang pump 6m3/min, optional dual chamber pump (2x 3m3/min) |
standard filling hose 6”

Dimensions
Basic Vehicle

Length overall 8,50 m | Width 3,00 m | Height (1050 Tires) 3,70 m |Free space under machine (1050
Tyres) 0,45m | Wheel base 4,50 m | Turning radius 11,80 m (Outside diameter)

Spreader application

Length overall 9,10 m | Width 3,00 m | Height (1050 Tires) 3.96 m | Free space under machine (1050
Tyres) 0,45m | Wheelbase 4,50 m | Turning radius 11,80 m (Outside diameter))

Weight
Basic vehicle
Total weight (empty)
Standard specification

13,860 kg
Vinasse, booms included: 18.560 kg
Automatic Greasing system SKF

Options
Tire pressure control system Low /High capacity with automatic regulation | GPS-RTK Auto Steer system
Trimble or John Deere GreenStar | PTO front- and or rear (maximum Engine Power) | 3-Point Linkage front
(not in combination with the pump unit) | Michelin CerexBib IF 1000/55R32 tires with increased load
capacity /lower compaction
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THE VREDO VT4556 VINASSE

HYDRAULIC STABILISED BOOMS
The VT4556-Vinasse as a self-propelled machine, which
could be delivered in combination with a Tebbe dry muck
spreader. The Vinasse system will fit on the standard chassis
of the VT4556 with or without a 3-point hitch. The booms
are fitted on a fixed frame or on the 3-point hitch, which is
slewable, together with the crab-steer function. In this case
the biggest advantage of this system is the position of the
booms, that moves them straight over the field when the
machine is operated in Crab-steer, which gives the best
even coverage of the field. The booms are 24m (standard)
and are designed for high speed application, with a special
hydraulic suspension and stabilisation system. Its compact
design keeps the transport width within the 3 mtrs, as the
only machine in this class.

PRECISE DOSAGE
The precise dosage is achieved by Vredo‘s choice
of a positive displacement pump system. The Vogelsang pump has been well known for many years.
The control is integrated in the Vredo Trac Controller
(VTC) and has its own “Workboard” as a part of the
(Touch Screen-) display. The dosage is very precise,
regardless of the machine speed. For very low dosage
the pump can be optionaly delivered with two pump
chambers, which means a high capacity loading
and only 50% (one chamber) for spreading. The VTC
is prepared to be connected to different types of
optional GPS guidance systems, also variable rate
control is available.

Vredo is the leading manufacturer of self-propelled application machines with the lowest compaction,
thus giving the best performance in the field. The four equal size wheels and evenly split driving power,
with crab steering, gives the highest care for the soil that is possible. On the base of the most popular
model, the VT4556, Vredo have developed a system for spreading liquid Vinasse over the fields. This
development was made with a high input from experienced users of self-propelled Vinasse machines.
The characteristics of liquid Vinasse, a residual product from the sugar beet industry is a high-density
liquid that contains a large volume of Potassium. It is a syrup like liquid that is spread at a low-volume
with booms over the field.
Different materials require different techniques to be spread over the fields. Therefore the liquid Vinasse
system will be delivered in one version, as a standard self-propelled Vredo Vinasse machine, with the
standard chassis and a specially designed application system. Dosage, from less than 1 ton/ha to more
than 20 ton/ha.

CAPACITY
The polyester tank volume is 17m³, which means that a transport
truck can be emptied in two loads, thus gaining more spread hectares in the field and a higher efficiency, both for the machine and
for the truck. All the metal tank parts which come in to contact with
the Vinasse are made from stainless steel or have a special coating.
High speed dosage, the system is designed to work, even in crab
steer, up to 40 kph. This ensures you get not only the benefits of a
Vredo, but also from a very high capacity. This high capacity is key
for the machine owners, as the season is short and a large volume
of work needs to be carried out in the shortest time possible. Also,
the machine is homologated for France at 40 kph.
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As standard every Vredo is equipped with the most
desired options on the machine. All work lights are
standard (even on the booms), so even at night the
VT4556-Vinasse can be used for spreading. Even
more options are available to improve the characteristics and performance of the machine. With the
four sections and individual nozzle shut off you can
work very precisely, with minimal loss of product
and maximum care for the environment. With these
options, you make your Vredo even more versatile,
an investment that pays back!
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